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Lawrentians Perform in
Open-Mic Night
Andrew Boanoh ’23

Lawrenceville’s Arts Council,
headed by Arts Representative Kate
Deskey ’21, held a virtual version of
Open-Mic Night this past Saturday,
January 30. The event, traditionally
held in the Bathhouse on campus,
featured pre-recorded performances
from nine of Lawrenceville’s talented
musicians followed by an open mic
session afterwards where any of the
audience members could perform.
The night kicked off with a cover
of Billie Eilish’s “Listen Before I
Go” performed by Jessica Li ’23, followed by two different performances
of Chelsea Cutter’s “Crazier Things”
by Danica Bajaj ’21 and Mackenzie
Bunnell ’21. Arata Fuji ’21 covered
Mac DeMarco’s “Dreamin,” Kelsie
Choi ’22 sang “Part of Your World,”
and Phoebe Kronfeld ’21 performed
“Home” by Edward Sharpe and
the Magnetic Zeros. Claire Jiang
’24, Alistair Lam ’23, and Gabby
Medina ’21 rounded out the prerecorded performances with covers of “Far from the Home I Love”
from Fiddler on the Roof, Francesco
Durante’s “Danza Danza Fanciulla
Gentile,”and Olivia Rodrigo’s “Driver’s License” respectively. Afterwards,
many of these performers, such as
Bajaj and Bunnell, sang again during the open mic session, along with
new performances from Harrison
Abromavage ’21, Orlando Doull ’21,
Ashley Gelber ’21, and more.
Deskey’s favorite part about being
Arts Rep is being able to host events
like Open-Mic Night, and this performance was no different. Deskey
was excited about the success of the
event, saying, “I thought it went really well...It was a nice, casual event,
kind of similar to how we used to do
them in the Bathhouse, which was
nice. I liked the mix of pre-recorded
performances and spontaneous performances just because we got a little
taste of a lot of different types of music, and the energy was really good.
So that was fun.”
Many performers also look for-

Jessica Li ’23 performed.

ward to sharing their talents with
the student body at these events. On
being able to pursue her passion for
performing during the virtual Winter Term, Medina said, “I love just to
sing...and I’m glad that [the School]
still have these opportunities for
us to sing...I feel like there’s a very
strong performing arts community at
Lawrenceville and people that really
dedicate a lot of hours out of their
week to it, and it’s so cool to see that
dedication and have those shared interests with so many people.”
Deskey also offered her insight
into how the Arts Council has
adapted to unprecedented challenges
that have come with the Covid-19
pandemic, saying, “There [have been]
a lot of roadblocks in terms of planning events, but we’ve found ways to
adapt: we’ve started open-mic night
back up, and we’re looking to do
more virtual workshops in the coming months.” She continued, “Right
now, the one we’re focused on is with
Raymond Lee ’23, who will be teaching workshops on fashion production
and business marketing.”
Reflecting on what she has accomplished so far as Arts Rep, Deskey
added, “I’ve really enjoyed getting to
showcase people’s talents and find
out about those cool projects that
they’re doing on their own that deserve recognition...The Arts Council is doing a lot to raise the profile
of arts on campus, [and] right now,
we’ve been trying to figure out the
possibility of planning any in-person
events in the spring.”
Looking forward to the rest of the
virtual Winter Term, Deskey encourages Lawrentians to actively participate and engage in the arts: “The
Arts Council is composed of people
from all different realms of art at
Lawrenceville. If you know any Arts
Council member, or if you want to
reach out to me, absolutely do...Other than that, just show out to events,
send in any artwork that you may be
making at home, and stay engaged
with the arts at Lawrenceville!”
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Periwig Showcases WinterFest A
Night Student Performances

WinterFest Heads and Directors.

Richard Zhou ’22
News Associate
& Sameer Menghani’ 24
This year’s virtual WinterFest
will host six “A” night performances on February 5 and 6. While
the event has gone through some
changes compared to years past,
the WinterFest heads and student
directors have prepared six plays
for the Lawrenceville community.
This year’s WinterFest will feature
the works of 18 student directors
and over 40 actors and technicians.
Through extensive planning,
Head of WinterFest Eleni Lefakis ’21 and Assistant Head
of WinterFest Calli Colvin ’22
developed many aspects of WinterFest to ensure its success over
a virtual setting. Although they
didn’t have to manage props,
costumes, and set pieces for this
year’s performances, according to
Lefakis, “We had to do a lot of
scheduling far in advance…There
were a lot of logistical challenges
that we didn’t use to have.” In the
process, Lefakis and Colvin have
not only transferred all in-print
materials to online documents,
but also implemented workshops
to help the directors to adapt to
the virtual platform.“Everything
[about the preparation process]
is the same but slightly shifted,”
said Colvin.
The various directors of WinterFest have prepared a wide
variety of performances for “A”
night, including comedies such as
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Meow, directed by Yee Xin Cher ’22;
Stay, Carl, Stay, directed by Zack
Finacchio ’21 and Annie Katz ’22;
DMV Tyrant, directed by Bobby
Cloninger ’22 and Jamie Nicholson
’22; and The Space Cough, directed
by Kate Dillard ’22 and Lina Olazabal ’22. The night will also feature
the light dramas Lonely, directed
by Ariana Codjoe ’21 and Amelia
Roselli ’21, and Awkward Silence,
directed by Stephanie Xu ’23.
While preparing a play over a
virtual Winter Term served as a
challenge, the directors all noted
that they hope their work will give
students something to brighten up
in their term. Xu also spoke about
some of her goals for her WinterFest performance. “Despite [the
production] being a virtual show,
what I hope to accomplish for the
performance this week is...to make
the audience laugh and enjoy the
performance...Theater is nothing
without its audience, even if the
actors are unable to see the physical reactions of their audience,”
she said.
One of the actors for DMV
Tyrant, Laura French ’21, enjoyed
her unique experience. “It can be
really hard to gauge people’s expressions through a screen, and lag
time makes it difficult to respond
in a way that feels natural,” she
said. “But at the same time, working to create a play that is both
cohesive and interesting to watch
over a screen has been a really fun
challenge.”
Unlike a majority of WinterFest

performances, this year, one of the
plays, The Space Cough, was actually written by a Lawrentian, Emily
Hammond ’23. She described the
play as a political satire set in space
resembling “the hectic state of politics that America is currently in.”
“The first draft came really easily
to me because I wanted to capture
the turmoil that is happening in
the news right now relating to
Covid-19...The government and
the many opposing sides don’t even
listen to each other, they just spit
out what their beliefs are. I wanted
this play to kind of reflect that to
show that working together is an
option even if my characters don’t,”
she said.
Not only will Hammond’s play
be performed at WinterFest, The
Space Cough will soon be shown at
a theater festival in Maine. Leading
up to WinterFest, Hammond said,
“I have my full faith in the directors. I’m sure they’re going to do
an amazing job, and the cast seems
so dedicated…I’m just so excited!”
While the format has undoubtedly been ver y different f rom
previous years, Colvin was still
able to extract positives from her
experience this year, noting how
WinterFest has “helped [her] build
a bond with [her] classmates while
also bringing light to the terror
which is virtual learning.” Colvin
is excited to share WinterFest with
the rest of the community, saying,
“We have an amazing group of
directors and actors, and everyone
should come out!”
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Scholastic Art and
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Tom Brady

“The U.S. Senate works
perfectly…except for
maybe one MAJOR thorn
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democracy.”
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VILLEage Groups: What’s Next?

ollowing the rise of the Black
Lives Matter (BLM) Movement last summer and student
feedback regarding on-campus dialogue on current events in America, the
administration created the first-ever
VILLEage groups, a program intended
to spark productive discussion on important social topics. Each group consisted of a random sample of 15 students in II and III, or IV and V Forms,
along with two faculty advisors who
guided the discussions. These VILLEage groups sought to push Lawrentians
outside of their comfort zones and seek
novel opinions from individuals whom
they wouldn’t usually interact with. Yet
during the few meetings that we had,
it was clear from the number of muted
microphones that most students were
unwilling to actively participate. This
raises the questions: why are we failing
at our own initiative? Are VILLEage
groups really the key towards achieving civil discourse on important issues
within America?
Perhaps we should consider alternatives that encourage productive
discourse while maintaining diversity,
rather than jumping into VILLEage
groups and falling short because of
their online format and imposed social
discomfort.
Whether we wish to admit it or
not, virtual discussions simply do not
elicit the same kind of engagement
as physical ones do. Not only did the
physical barrier affect our interactions
with each other, but facing yet another online obligation immediately after
hours in class certainly added towards
Zoom fatigue. Though the opportunity
to meet new people seems beneficial in
an era of Zoom when we don’t get to
see as many people as we normally do,
it has taken away from time that would

otherwise be used for actual, physical
interaction with friends outside or in
sports.
Combined with the never-ending
cycle of Zoom meetings, the forced togetherness with strangers made many
students uncomfortable and unwilling to open up. Vulnerability is key in
a program designed to elicit effective
discussions about serious topics, and
speaking to a group of strangers often
served as a barrier to the program’s intentions, because vulnerability comes
with trust and trust often develops
through relationships. While we recognize that having a group of dissimilar students may expose Lawrentians
to a wider array of perspectives on
social issues, if students are unwilling
to start these conversations primarily
due to being unfamiliar with each other, then the program loses its original
purpose.
Of course, some students may have
simply been unwilling to open up regardless. But if students were uncomfortable having these conversations in
the first place, the unfamiliarity of the
group only exacerbated this sentiment.
In acknowledgement of these difficulties, the administration has suspended VILLEage groups due to the
modified Winter Term schedule. Yet
discontinuing the program shouldn’t
be the solution that we fall back upon.
Thinking back to the Capitol riots, or
the Inauguration, the past months presented so many missed opportunities
for meaningful discussion within our
community.
VILLEage groups are expected to
continue in the spring, but the same
problems from the fall will likely persist. As we look ahead to provide spaces
for necessary conversation, we should
first consider the most effective ways

Battling Vaccine Misinformation

to do so. “Leaning into discomfort” is
important, but this discomfort should
stem from the topic of discussion, not
the target audience. In the current online environment and social climate, it
is reasonable for people to seek comfort from familiar faces. While familiar
friend groups may lack diversity, familiarity doesn’t always have to mean
similarity. Lawrenceville prides itself in
its House system because of how student diversity can coexist with strong
bonds between House members. Having these conversations in a House can
ensure student diversity while providing the level of mutual understanding
needed for vulnerability. If the lack of
diversity in sex poses a concern, having
these discussions in a pre-existing class
is another viable solution, as the Harkness classroom is already geared up for
productive discourse between a diverse
group of students and faculty.
If the end goal is for students to have
serious discussions without losing diversity in perspectives, then we should
consider a more reasonable and realistic means to achieving that purpose.
VILLEage groups were launched with
the right intentions, but they missed
the mark. When students are already
exposed to novel and unprecedented discussion topics, we should focus
on actually starting them rather than
being fixated on the environment in
which we do so. Hence, having Lawrentians converse in their Houses or
classrooms may elicit more positive
outcomes. Not only will students encounter similar, if not the same, levels
of diversity as they would in their VILLEage groups, but the familiarity goes
a long way in generating productive
discourse.
This editorial represents the majority
view of The Lawrence, Vol CXL.

How Social Media Will Play a Crucial Role in Vaccine Rollout

Callum Sharma’23

A

s the Covid-19 pandemic rages on, President Joe
Biden has prioritized his
plan to administer Covid-19 vaccines to the American people. After
presenting his $1.9 trillion coronavirus economic relief package, he
committed to vaccinating 100 million people in his first 100 days of
office. On February 11, the federal
government will send one million
vaccine doses to roughly 6,500 retail pharmacies and will eventually
deliver vaccines to up to 40,000
drugstores and grocery stores. Yet
as health officials attempt to implement widespread vaccination, one
of their main concerns will be the
wave of false information regarding
the vaccines that is causing widespread vaccine hesitancy. As much
of this false information is spread
on social media, media companies
must assume a newly assertive role
in regulating the spread of information.
If enough of the population is vaccinated, the virus is unable to infect
enough people to remain prevalent—
this is known as herd immunity. The
number of people who need to be
vaccinated is known as the critical
vaccination level. Research from the
University of Connecticut has estimated that this number is roughly 70

percent for Covid-19. According to
Pew Research Center, 60 percent of
Americans say they would definitely or probably get a vaccine for the
coronavirus, while 39 percent say they
definitely or probably would not get a
coronavirus vaccine. Roughly half of
that 39 percent is “pretty certain” more
information will not change their
mind. Changing the minds of at least
the other half of those unwilling to get
the vaccine is essential if the United
States is to reach that 70 percent vaccination level for herd immunity, and
social media companies will play an
important role in that process.
Social media is the main source of
misinformation about the vaccine.
Politicians, influencers, and anti-vaccine social groups all impact people’s
thoughts on the subject. Proliferating misinformation can have lethal
consequences in the context of the
global pandemic, and across sites like
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter,
people with authority or influence
are spreading false information. For
example, Emerald Robinson, a U.S.
journalist who worked as one of former President Trump’s White House
correspondents for the conservative
Newsmax media organization, posted
on Twitter last week: “Reminder: The
Pfizer vaccine uses mRNA technology which has never been tested or
approved before. It tampers with your
DNA. 75 percent of vaccine trial vol-

unteers have experienced side effects.
Beware.” This is only one example of
the baseless claims circulating. There’s
no medical knowledge that supports it—Covid-19 mRNA does not
change or alter your DNA in any way.
The mRNA from a Covid-19 vaccine
never enters the
n u cleus
of the
cell,
which
is where
t h e
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DNA is kept, meaning that mRNA
cannot affect or interact with DNA.
Instead, Covid-19 mRNA vaccines
work with the body’s natural defenses
to safely develop immunity to disease.
Yet increasing numbers of uneducated
social media accounts with large fol-

lowings are spreading false information—that Covid-19 vaccines contain
mercury, anti-freeze, animal blood,
or even formaldehyde, for instance—
thereby creating an “infodemic.”
Covid-19 vaccines may be new, but
these kinds of concerns about vaccines
go back for a long time. Over the
past few years, the anti-vaccination
movement has grown more prominent. This was most prevalent with
less common contagious diseases like
measles, where parents had concerns
that the vaccine had a connection
to autism. These
“a n t i - v a x x e r ”
groups
have
gained

numbers and
influence over the
years and have grown increasingly active as new Covid-19
vaccines have been approved. Anti-vaxxer influencers and individuals
gain a dangerous platform through
social media, as they have the capability of spreading conspiracy theories
and lies freely to thousands (if not
millions) at a time when false information is deadly.
At a minimum, social media sites
should put caution notices on posts
that contain misinformation, but
media companies can (and should)

do more. Posts that contain false information should be taken down,
and accounts with constant offenses
should be suspended or banned. Media sites should prioritize the spread
of accurate information by highlighting the voices of health experts. This
could be achieved by boosting health
officials in their algorithms or creating a Covid-19 information tab to
make their posts more easily accessible. Clear access to this information
won’t stop the die-hard anti-vaxxers
from distrusting the vaccine, but it
may sway those who find themselves in the middle—and those
are the people we need to convince
in order to eventually achieve herd
immunity.
The right to free speech on social
media is one thing, but when it comes
in the way of national safety (whether
the threat is a violent mob or a virus),
misinformation cannot be tolerated. A
few weeks ago, Liza Strong ’24 wrote
an article entitled “Social Media: Balancing Free Speech and Dangerous
Ideas.” She asserted that social media
needed to limit free speech to prevent
dangerous events like the Capitol
riots. The same is true regarding the
Covid-19 vaccine—the consequences
of allowing misinformation to spread
are simply too severe. When misinformation does threaten national security, media companies must assume that
burden of preserving truth.
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Politics, Politics, Wilt Thou Ever Change?

Killing America’s Favorite Policy Pirate: The Filibuster

T

he United States Senate: a
pinnacle of global democracy.
These 100 senators are some of
the most influential lawmakers anywhere
on Earth. But let’s be honest: the Senate,
unlike the numerous more reasonable
law-making bodies across the world,
never seems to get much done. Headlines
like “Senate in partisan deadlock over
spending bill,” and “Government
shutdown imminent as majority leader
Mitch McConnell decides to go
shuffleboarding instead of negotiating”
are all we hear about on the news. While
this trend can be blamed on many things,
including the fact that elected officials in
the U.S. have an unreasonable obsession
with golf, the Senate’s ability to filibuster
bills is definitely a contributing factor.The
filibuster, a provision by which Senators
can stall a vote on any given bill almost
indefinitely, is counterproductive in every
way imaginable.
We have no legal obligation to keep
the filibuster around: it isn’t even in the
Constitution. To provide some context,
the filibuster was instituted in 1806 by
then-Vice President Aaron Burr (yes, that
Aaron Burr). Fresh off being indicted for
the murder of Alexander Hamilton, Burr
sought to clean up the mess that was the
Senate rule book. Among other ideas, he
urged the Senate to get rid of the previous question motion, the ability of the
majority to shoot down a debate on a bill
by vote. The Senate agreed, thinking that

no harm could come of getting rid of this
“trivial” rule. Thus, the ability to filibuster
any bill presented at any point in time
was created—accidentally.
One of the main arguments for
keeping the filibuster is to retain
a strong system of checks and
balances. There’s nothing wrong with
this sentiment, but
filibustering doesn’t
contribute much to
the current system.
As we all learned
in
elementary
school, the branches
of the government
exercise powers
over each other
to prevent any one
branch from becoming overly dominant.
The executive branch
can veto legislation passed
by the legislative branch,
and the legislative branch
can in turn impeach the
president if he or she is
deemed unfit to serve, for
example. Not to mention
the fact that the legislative
branch itself is split into two
different bodies to prevent
power grabs. These regulations on the powers of the
branches were put in the
Constitution because they
are foundational aspects of the American

government. The ability to filibuster a bill
is not in the Constitution for a reason:
it’s completely
redundant.
Some also argue that the
filibuster helps regulate
the majority party.
In other words, by
giving the minority a means
to stall a majority vote,
the Senate
remains a
balanced
body. This
idea, however, undermines
the
very purpose
of democracy.
The majority is
the majority for a
reason: the American
people voted them in.
The Senate doesn’t
need another excuse
for its chronic inability to get things done.
It makes no sense to
allow 40 senators the
ability to stall the Senate indefinitely, especially when the Senate
is already considered a
minoritarian body. In a
Senate where California,
a state with a population greater than that
Min Kim ’21/THE LAWRENCE
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of the smallest 21 states combined, has
the same number of votes as Oregon, the
argument that getting rid of the filibuster
would singularly jeopardize the voice of
the minority is extremely flawed. Quite
frankly, this “Jim Crow relic” (a term used
by former President Obama referring to
the use of the filibuster in attempting to
block multiple civil rights bills) silences
the voice of the people, favoring the voice
of cornfields instead.
Historically
speaking, filibuster
speeches have been insanely long, on
insanely boring topics, and often, were
completely pointless. For example, in
1953, Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon
spoke for 22 hours and 26 minutes regarding the Tidelands Oil bill. I’m sure
his address was as riveting as the prospect
of a day-long speech about an oil bill
sounds. Eager to break Morse’s record,
on August 28, 1957, the very uniquelynamed Senator Strom Thurmond of
South Carolina began filibustering the
Civil Rights Act of 1957 at 8:54 PM.
He concluded his speech at 9:12 PM
the next day. Among other historical
documents, Thurmond recited the Bill
of Rights, Declaration of Independence,
and Washington’s farewell address. Both
bills passed with bipartisan support regardless of their efforts. As if those two
instances weren’t silly enough, Senator
William Proxmire of Wisconsin filibustered a bill that would have increased
the national debt for 16 hours and 12
minutes in 1981. Unfortunately for him,
the validity of his argument was lost, as

taxpayers ended up paying thousands
of dollars keeping the chamber open all
night for his speech.
Extreme bipartisanship and new
policy have now made the filibuster a
routine presence in politics; a minority
party doesn’t even need to physically stall
the chamber with a speech anymore: they
can stop legislation in its tracks with the
very threat of one. If anything, the filibuster has only gotten more absurd over
time.There is no valid reason for why this
measure should still exist. It doesn’t contribute much to the system of checks and
balances, it keeps the Senate from getting
things done, and it has led to some of the
most ridiculous speeches we’ve ever seen.
From the outset, the main goal of the U.S.
Senate was to carry out the will of the
American people in the most reasonable
manner possible, and the filibuster gets
in the way of this objective. The founders intended the Senate to be a dish upon
which the hot tea of legislation cools, but
the filibuster provides an avenue through
which that tea (the common will of the
American people) can be thrown away
entirely.
The obvious solution? Get rid of it. By
improving the way politics in America
work and attempting to blur the harsh
partisan lines that currently divide our nation, we can work towards goals that truly
benefit the American people—including
removing the filibuster.
But hey, the Senate might just threaten
to filibuster that too.

Indian Farmers’ Protest: A Referendum on Narendra Modi
Yewon Chang ’23
Opinions Associate

K

icking off his eighth year in office, Prime Minister of India
Narendra Modi flails in deep
water after introducing three bills that
overturned a decades-old agricultural
system last September. The bills would
uphold the private sector’s right to freely
participate in the market, hoard produce, and push direct contracts with
farmers used to selling goods en masse
to government-regulated wholesale
markets at a fair, government-assured
price. Yet even after touting such radical changes, it appears as though Modi
did not anticipate the furious backlash
from a nation whose largest sector is agriculture. His administration has failed
to quell both the hundreds of thousands of farmers (many of whom are
Sikh) protesting in outdoor camps for
months, and opposition party members’
eager condemnations of Modi’s refusal
to allow further committee inspection
of the bills. After 11 rounds of failed
negotiations and a violent stand-off between rogue farmers and police officers
in their Republic Day march to New
Delhi, tensions between the two sides
have reached a breaking point.
With the farmers’ refusal to accept
anything other than a full repeal of the
bills, the nation teeters on the edge of
pandemonium—and the government,
being the instigator, must be the first
to budge. Modi’s hasty deregulation
of Indian agriculture only exacerbates
the financial vulnerability of India’s
farmers while grossly overlooking the
agricultural sector’s long-standing environmental and financial problems. To
prevent the current conflict from erupt-

ing into absolute chaos, the prime minister must not only change the divisive
policies but amend the flaws in his own
nationalist attitude in governing India.
India’s current low-productivity,
low-income agriculture desperately
needs reform. The disastrous impacts
of the Green Revolution-era practices
from the 1960s, including extreme
chemical damage to soil, massive
surpluses of crops, and depletion of groundwater, have
nearly annihilated this important sector: despite more
than 60 percent of Indians
depending primarily on
agriculture, it only accounts for around 15
percent of the nation’s
economic
output. The piling
debts and bankruptcies that
accompanied
the steadily
declining
income from
a g r i c u l t u re
have fueled a
frightening suicide epidemic in
farming communities
since the 1990s.
However, Modi is entirely mistaken in his belief
that the sudden corporatization
of agriculture will somehow fix its deeprooted problems. Around 2006, similar
reforms enacted in the farming State of
Bihar resulted in neither greater private
investment nor greater productivity—as
Modi currently promises—but greater
financial losses, with prices for 100 kg
of rice plunging to a mere 56 percent

of the original government-mandated
price in the open market.The inevitable
failures of a complete economic overhaul would further worsen the farmer’s
mounting mistrust of the government.
85 percent of the agricultural workforce
are small, marginal farmers collectively
working on 47 percent of total
farming land—Modi’s
ideal market
M

income. A particularly corporation-favoring clause in the bills that effectively
forbids legal recourse against a party
acting in “good faith” only reinforces
the economic inequality in a nation still
struggling with the consequences of its
caste system’s harsh social stratification.
For the Sikh community in particular,
the bills are an affirmation of a new economically-based caste system. Cutting
in K
im ’2
off the judicial sector as an impartial
1/TH
EL
AWR source of help would effectively imprisENC
on farmers in the place from
E
which Modi claims
to be freeing
them: a financial
catastrophe.
However, the
problem ultimately
lies in Modi himself, who is far from
the unifying character
essential to maintaining the world’s most
populous democracy. His
staunch Hindu nationalism
only incites further conflicts
between religious majorities
and minorities, as seen with his silence on his ministers’ false labeling
of the Sikh protesters as right-wing
separatists. Moreover, his authoritarian
tactics, such as his recent jailing of journalists and opposition party members
who dare take the side of protesters on
counts of sedition, do little to rally respect for him.
wo u l d
Through his brash actions and diallow
corporations,
visive character, Modi has exacerbated
famously
friendly with his ofexisting problems; nevertheless, he still
fice, to steamroll independent, vulnerhas a tiny window of time to mitigate
able farmers without government prothe effects of the recent backlash. If
tections in price negotiations, thereby
Modi truly wishes to increase the prosharply reducing their already menial
ductivity of the agricultural sector, he

must look at the very root of the problems preventing the sector from flourishing. Instead of giving power to corporations, he must redirect that power
to scientists adept at ensuring how to
simultaneously gain maximum gains
from farmlands in an environmentally
sustainable manner. Instead of risking
the elimination of the popular wholesale market system and governmentinstituted minimum prices, he must reaffirm his verbal support of the two by
legally guaranteeing government protection for them. Moreover, rather than
pushing poor compromises that the infuriated farmers will never agree upon,
Modi must repeal the laws and start
entirely anew with proper procedure.
Finally, Modi should reflect on how his
actions, such as his use of sedition laws
and doubling down on Hindu nationalism have endangered the integrity of
India’s democratic system. He must
learn from his mistakes and resolve the
situation through open discussions in
Parliament that enable outside scrutiny
by citizens and the press alike.
Will a prime minister as headstrong
and uninterested in cooperation as
Modi be able to support such reforms?
He should and he must—for he truly
has no other choice. The Prime Minister’s tough-talking, all-powerful reputation is at risk of complete collapse as
the highly organized protests become
an ever more formidable adversary. The
self-preserving Modi would certainly
not want to be remembered as a failure,
overwhelmed by the righteous anger of
small farmers. If not for moral reasons, it
would be at least for political and selfish
reasons that Modi would agree to the
demands of the protesters and salvage
what is left of his reputation.
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Sustainability Council Hosts
Annual Trashion Show

Impulse Comedy Troupe
Brings Laughs
Autri Basu ’23
News Associate

This past Saturday, the Periwig
Club hosted an online night of comedy featuring Impulse, Lawrenceville’s
improvisational comedy troupe. The
members played a variety of games
that required them to frequently interact with the audience throughout
the night.
The troupe began their show by
playing “Emotion Motion,” in which
Eric Frankel ’23 and Zack Finacchio
’21 stunned with their rendition of two
ice fishermen bouncing between supporting and insulting each other. They
also played “Hitchhiker,” where Bobby
Cloninger ’22 played a traumatized
Pixar Lamp attempting to escape a
film studio, only for truck driver Roddy Atwood ’22 to turn him in once he
realized his true identity.
The final game of the night was
“Park Bench,” in which participants
took turns trying to make their partner leave a hypothetical “bench.” According to Impulse Co-Head Orlando
Doull ’21, “Park Bench” is special because it is “an Impulse tradition…[that
they] play at the end of every performance.”
With this show being their first
virtual performance, the group faced
many challenges while planning for
the event. According to Impulse Co-

Impulse Comedy Troupe.

Head Atwood, “In improv, you rely
on your body and its interactions with
other people to make scenes work,”
which initially caused a lot of difficulty in rehearsals due to the lack of
in-person engagement.
Finacchio agreed, saying, “Impulse
is really dependent on energy and
feeding off one another, which is really difficult over Zoom.”
The club quickly adapted, however. According to Finacchio, their
main aim became “highlighting what
Zoom can do rather than presenting
a watered-down performance,” which
led to innovations like Finacchio’s usage of a virtual background to imitate
Evelyn Dugan ’21, his partner during
“Park Bench.” “It gave us an opportunity to do something we wouldn’t have
been able to traditionally do,” he said.
Looking at the future, Atwood said,
“We want to have an in-person show
in the Spring Term.” He is hesitant,
however, since they will “need to work
within the safety guidelines...and will
probably not be able to reintroduce
touching and physical movement.”
Despite the challenges of adapting
their performance to a new platform,
Atwood believes that they ultimately
held a successful event, saying, “We
really made it work, and I’m super
proud of everybody at Impulse for being able to pull this off.”

Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School
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Helen Liu ’22
Opinions Associate

This past Thursday at 1:30 PM, the
Sustainability Council hosted its annual Trashion Show live on a virtual
Zoom webinar as part of a monthlong initiative to raise environmental
awareness at Lawrenceville.
A panel of faculty judges consisting of Chinese Teacher Yanhong
Zhang, French Teacher Brian Jacobs,
Arts Department Director of Design
and Fabrication Rex Brodie, English
Teacher Sujin Seo, and Mathematics
Teacher Arden Rossi judged Circle
and Crescent representatives on outfits made entirely out of recyclable
material. In order to accommodate
the various time zones students live
in, this year’s Trashion Show was a
combination of live performances
as well as previously prepared slide
presentations.
This year’s champion was the
Stanley House, whose recyclable
clothing was modeled by III Formers Lily Gessner, Maddy Laws, and
Maddie Rygh. The outfit featured
a two-part dress consisting of a
top made out of packaging papers
from boxes and a skirt made from
stitched Introduction to Chemistry
and Physics (ICPS) homework. The
designers also used materials from
a water bottle, a Chinese test, and
straps knit together around a chain
to construct the accessories and jewelry.
Griswold House and Kirby House
came in second place, followed by
the McClellan House and Kennedy
House in third place.
Despite the changes made due to
remote learning, Student Council
Sustainability Representative Maia

Hawkins-Litvin ’21 still believed
that this year’s Trashion Show “was
a rather seamless transition.”
“Most of the roles [in the preparation process] have remained the
same. We had a group within the
Sustainuary Council specifically
designed to tackle Sustainuary
planning events for this month...
They designated faculty members
to judge the competition and set up
the panel,” she explained. According
to Hawkins-Litvin, the greatest difficulty in planning, however, was the

eryone [had] the same materials to
make one outfit, different people
[were] making different parts of an
outfit together. Unlike past years,
where only one person designed an
outfit, everyone who volunteered
was equally involved in coming up
with designs.”
Due to the distance, Li considered
communication to be the biggest
challenge in the preparation process,
saying, “We were not able to collaborate super well, so we did our best
to make it look coordinated like it’s

Stephens House presented its designs.

Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School

“inability to get a direct line of communication [between the Houses].
As a result, a lot of things got lost
in translation. A lot of people didn’t
know what was going on or how
things were being presented.”
Stephens House Sustainability Representative Carina Li ’22 believed that this year’s design process
changed drastically from years past.
“It’s more of a collaborative process
this year especially because we’re all
separated,” she said. On the creation
process, she said, “Because not ev-

one outfit, but it was definitely hard
working on that.”
Reflecting on seeing the designs
of the other Houses, Li concluded,
“Everyone worked on their designs
separately, [so] we had a diversity
of materials and styles because everyone’s made a separate piece. This
year, it definitely opened up opportunities for a lot of different designs
to be used...It was inspiring to see
how people were still caring about
sustainability despite us being virtual.”

McClellan House Premieres McChopped!

Sahas Chodhari ’24
& Nichole Jin ’24
News Associate

This past Friday, February 5,
Lawrenceville’s McClellan House
presented a new Youtube series
called McChopped, a cooking show
inspired by Chopped, where contestants have to make the best possible
dish while incorporating four ingredients selected by the host. The first
episode of McChopped challenged
contestants to prepare an appetizer
using a unique combination of ingredients: black beans, sour cream,
potato chips, and peanut butter
and jelly Uncrustables. IV Formers Yendi Foo, Allison Haworth,
Lara Hensler, and Sabrina Yeung
along with Anna Gill ’23 and Emily Hammond ’23 competed against
each other to create the best dish
within the time limit. While each
contestant used her cooking skills
to make a unique and creative appetizer, the judges ultimately chose to
eliminate Foo and Yeung in the end.
McClellan House President and
McChopped Host Delaney Musgrave ’22 developed the idea of
starting the virtual cooking competition through Student Council,
which had held a similar cooking
competition event last spring. “I remember watching it live and having
a great time...That’s why I thought
McChopped would be a perfect
thing to do with the House since
everyone was at home and they

McChopped contestant Emily Hammond ’23.

didn’t have to be with each other in
person,” she said.
According to Musgrave, setting up the event was a “wild ride.”
The team started figuring the plan
out before winter break. “I started
a Google doc and House Council
and I made a massive list of ingredients...We then talked about how
many episodes we wanted to have
[and] what we wanted to do...We
had so many Zoom calls and FaceTimes with each other, and it was
overall a great experience,” she said.
In terms of the rules of the competition, Musgrave discussed how

she wanted the rules to be “based
off of the actual show Chopped.”
However, there were some restrictions. “The contestants were all
doing it independently, and they
filmed everything independently...
We also couldn’t have our judges
taste the dishes, so I think it took a
lot of figuring out, but we nailed it
in the end.”
For her dish, Hammond made a
protein-packed peanut patty and
ultimately advanced to the next
round. While it “[took] quite a long
time to film,” she had “a lot of fun”
working on her dish and having her

Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School

mother record it. “Delaney, who organized McChopped, did a great
job,” said Hammond.
In the first episode, Hammond
thought one of her strong suits was
“staying level-headed and trying to
add humor into the show” while
staying true to herself. On the other
hand, she is looking to “make it a
little more entertaining” in the next
episodes. “Because it is on camera
and not everyone knows me, I think
I should’ve tried to be a little funnier,” she said.
The judges for this past round
were McClellan V Form Prefects

Ava Conyer, Evelyn Dugan, Gabby
Medina, and Breanna Monsivaiz,
along with guest judge Campbell
Fitzhugh ’22. While Fitzhugh was
“not a cook whatsoever” and was not
able to “bring much cooking expertise,” she found it “really fun doing
[McChopped] with the girls in the
House.”
Along with considering comments from the contestant’s parents, Fitzhugh also evaluated the
different dishes on presentation. For
each dish, she would ask herself, “If
I saw it on a table and I didn’t know
what it was, would I take a bite out
of it?” She also took into consideration “how the girls integrated all
the ingredients into their dish” and
the creativity of each dish.
Though Fitzhugh was only a
guest judge for this episode and did
not participate in the judging for
the next episode, she appreciated
the effort the girls dedicated to the
show. “I was very proud of them for
all the work they did and also the
time they put into it...they all put
a lot of effort into their dishes,” she
said.
The next episode of McChopped,
in which contestants were asked
to cook a dinner dish, premiered
on Thursday. According to Musgrave, the episode featured a “similar setup, with currently only four
girls remaining.” It can be found on
Lawrenceville’s YouTube channel.
The final episode will premiere on
Saturday, February 13.
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Community Service Spotlight: Taking Initiative Amidst Covid-19

A global pandemic can’t stop Lawrentians. From rowing a marathon to teaching Syrian refugees,
learn how these students served local, national, and international communities in the past year.

Summer Qureshi ’22.

Courtesy of Summer Qureshi ’22

Sara Xu ’22
Features Associate

___

Summer Qureshi ’22
During a lesson on the American Thanksgiving holiday, Summer Qureshi ’22 pointed
to an image of a traditional Thanksgiving food,
calling it a “turkey.” Her students, Syrian refugees in Turkey, turned aghast, questioning how
their country could also be a cooked food.
Qureshi often laughs as she recalls this moment.
This past summer, while interning at the
GiveLight Foundation, a non-profit organization focused on uplifting orphans around
the world, Qureshi taught English to young
Syrian refugees living in Turkey. Every Tuesday morning since November, Qureshi has
been teaching one group of children with
ages ranging from 5 to 13 years old on Zoom.
“Before, I was giving speeches about [the Syrian refugees] at competitions, and I was helping raise money for their school supplies, but I
didn’t have this direct interaction with them, so
I was super excited to have this opportunity to

Big Red UNICEF Leaders.

Courtesy of Tiffany Yeung ’22
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Big Red UNICEF
In the Winter Term of her II Form year, Tiffany
Yeung ’22 scrolled through her Twitter feed, looking for updates from her favorite K-pop group,
BTS. Excitingly, the group posted something new:
a promotional picture with the hashtag “ENDviolence” of their new “Love Myself ” campaign
with the United Nations International Children’s
Emergency Fund (UNICEF). She clicked on the
link and began reading about issues of domestic
violence against children. Inspired by the group’s
widespread impact, Yeung began the Big Red
UNICEF club, hoping to rally the Lawrenceville community through UNICEF’s platform.
In the third year of the club, Yeung and IV
Form Co-Leaders Lauren Kim, Sneha Kondru,
and Sabrina Yeung have now organized numerous
impactful events, even during a global pandemic.
They created a GoFundMe for the Black Lives
Matter movement this past spring, distributed
pins to encourage voting this fall, and fundraised
for Australian wildfire relief through a bake sale.
Acknowledging the importance of organizing dif-

work with them more closely,” Qureshi said.
Due to the students’ various age gaps
and learning experiences, they struggled
with different barriers, such as pronunciation or forming sentences. Qureshi “caters
the feedback that [she gives] to each student based on what each of them needs.”
To tackle the language barrier, she also prepares presentations with the Arabic translations of English words with help from a
facilitator at the GiveLight organization.
A typical session begins with a Quizlet activity, introducing vocabulary from
the story that they read for homework
that day. Next, she invites her students to
share their prompt-based personal writing
from previous classes. Finally, she hosts a
Kahoot game (which the students always
cheer for) tailored around the story. “It’s
important that they feel engaged and are
actually enjoying learning rather than just
having words thrown at them,” she said.
Qureshi also gained a glimpse into her
students’ personal lives, often reading about
their experiences from writing assignments, which inspired her idea for a Welles
Grant project: “I realized how rarely we
get to hear narratives from children, especially Syrian orphan children.” She plans
to conduct a two-week workshop where
her students can practice narrative writing and publish their work into a book.
Qureshi added, “I hope to not speak about
them but hand over the mic so that they can
speak for themselves.” Qureshi also hopes
to work with the GiveLight Foundation to
turn her storytelling project into a yearly initiative. “Twenty years from now, my hope is
that the impact [of my project] can still continue in generations to follow and doesn’t just
end with my high school and college career.”

ferent types of events to engage the community, Kim said that their “most meaningful events are the ones where the people
who participate [got] the most out of it.”
This year, the club struggled to create
engaging fundraisers without incentives of
in-person socialization, especially for their
5K Turkey Trot event in honor of World
Children’s Day. The leaders ultimately decided to organize the run virtually this past
Thanksgiving, and participants paid an
entry fee of either $10 or, to get an additional mask, $20. Within the first week of
Thanksgiving Break, participants ran the 5K
and sent in a selfie to document their race.
Sabrina Yeung noted that, at first, “it was
difficult to get people to sign up, even just
to [help swipe FOBs], along with running
the race.” The leaders worried that their
emails would “get lost in all the other emails
that people are bombarded with.” However, through promoting the event on their
social media pages, they gained up to 30
sign-ups. Competing against participants
from the University of North Carolina and
St. Joseph’s University, Lawrenceville ultimately won, raising $450 through the event.
Reflecting on their events, Kim most appreciated the leaders’ ability to brainstorm
ideas together. “The idea that we start off with
is oftentimes, not how we execute it in the
end, but I think that’s a good learning opportunity for us as a leadership team,” she said.
On advice she would give Lawrentians
who are interested in community service,
Kondru said, “If you have an idea that
you’re passionate about, you can email
Mrs. Kosoff, reach out to the community
service office, or ask for support from the
Humanitarian Aid Society...there are so
many outlets for you to take concrete action,
and you have the potential to make a real
and positive difference in this community.”

for the non-profit. Manahan prepared to
bike one hundred miles, while Crane and
Yakoby chose to complete a marathon (26.2
miles) on the erg and treadmill, respectively.
The group live-streamed the event on
Zoom to encourage interaction with their
potential donors. When finally crossing the
finish line hours later, Crane, Manahan, and
Yakoby emerged successful, raising $9,251,
185 percent of their initial $5,000 goal.
Crane described his experience rowing as
excruciatingly painful, especially after suffering from a back injury. Nevertheless, inspired by his mother’s resilience during her
fight against lung cancer, he was determined
From left to right: Eyal Yakoby, Courtesy of Chris Crane’21 to push through and finish the marathon.
Chris Crane ’21 & Matt
Four years ago, when the doctors diagManahan ’20.
nosed her with the disease, Crane noted
Caroline Steib ’22
that “the prospects looked bleak, but in
Features Associate
the last four years, research has extended
Chris Crane ’21
both her time and options for survival.
Every month there are new options which
While he usually picks up the razor for Law- [come] from extensive funding—[that]
renceville’s annual St. Baldrick’s fundraiser, this is what makes fundraisers so important.”
When asked to give advice to Lawpast Thanksgiving break, Chris Crane ’21, along
with his close friends Matt Manahan ’20 and rentians looking to pursue fundraising,
Eyal Yakoby, decided to fundraise for lung can- Crane said, “If you have a passion and
cer research and awareness. As lung cancer has want to make a difference, you will alpersonally affected each of their families, the ways find support…even if that doesn’t
trio chose to contribute to LUNGevity, the na- turn into a large donation, encouragement
tion’s largest lung cancer research non-profit. and awareness will get you just as far.”
In the future, Crane, Manahan, and
“It can be hard for people to feel attached to
the effects of a disease like cancer if you haven’t Yakoby hope to do more with the progexperienced it firsthand, but it’s more com- ress they have made this past winter. The
mon than most think,” Crane said. Indeed, lung trio plans to host this fundraiser annucancer is the most common cancer worldwide ally and on a much larger scale to increase
for both men and women; the disease is also profits for lung cancer research. Mulresponsible for 1.3 million deaths annually. tiple people have reached out to Crane
Since Crane, Manahan, and Yakoby are pas- hoping to participate next year, so he is
sionate about athletics and wellness, they decid- thrilled to include anyone eager to coned to pursue extreme physical feats to fundraise tribute in the fight against lung cancer.

___

Emmy Apfel ’22.
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Beyond the Book
In the midst of quarantine, Emmy Apfel ’22
noticed that her younger brother was struggling
to adapt to virtual learning. While he overcame
his roadblocks with guidance from his family,
Apfel knew that other students in similar positions may not be able to rely on family members
for help or have access to adequate resources on
their learning journeys. Recognizing the severity of this issue, Apfel immediately began to
rally a group of her friends in San Francisco
and posted on Nextdoor that her team was
available for tutoring services. Apfel figured
she could make a slight difference in helping her local area, but she didn’t expect what
came next: 50+ eager responses within an hour.
She proceeded with confidence, thinking,
“Who knows online learning better than us
high schoolers? Nobody!” After much positive feedback for their services, Apfel and her
team decided to make their local initiative
a larger one. Eventually, they spearheaded
the organization Beyond the Book: a certi-

fied 501c3 non-profit that offers K-8 students one-on-one tutoring services for
their academic or organizational needs.
Soon after launching their local project, Apfel and six other board members
instantly worked to expand their initiative internationally. After constant board
meetings, website planning, mission statement editing, and streamlining of services,
they launched the organization within
just a few months: “I realized from day
one that I can make a small impact alone,
but that can be amplified one hundred
times with the right people by my side.”
The team’s mission from the start focused
on understanding its students’ individual
curiosities and motivations for learning.
While the team helps students perform
better in the classroom and improve their
grades, Apfel noted that the sole focus is
not only on “achieving a 4.0 or 1600,” but
also encouraging “students to take away a
newfound love and excitement for learning.”
The parents of a fourth-grade boy reached
out to the team about their son, who has
autism and needed a Study Buddy’s support
for his schoolwork. He was assigned to a
Study Buddy, and the two have now been
studying together for nine months, completing three sessions per week. His reading
ability improved significantly—a testament
to the power of connection and friendship
between Study Buddies and their students.
Today, Beyond the Book boasts a team
of 360 people, 180 routine sessions, an
international reach, a feature on CNN,
and $500 in pro bono ads from Facebook.
Apfel is eager about multiple new partnerships with other organizations such as the
YMCA, the Boys and Girls Club, and the
Jewish Community Center ( JCC) as well
as new advancements, including group
tutoring sessions and a summer camp.
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Featuring Scholastic Art and Writing Awards Winners

in China.”
He
first
learned about
the Cultur al
Revolution
d u r i n g
interdisciplinary
classes in his
previous school
in Hong Kong.
Inspired by the
complexity and
diversity of the
curriculum,
he attempted
to emulate, in
his piece, the
style of one of
his classes by
Raymond Lee ’23’s piece.
Courtesy of Raymond Lee ’23
“putting history
and
design
and
arts
together.”
Isabelle Lu ’22
Although Lee looked forward to
Arts Associate
working with newspaper, it was an
Raymond Lee ’23 submitted
entirely foreign medium for him.
to the Fashion category three
In his hands-on creative process, he
works centered around the Chinese
faced numerous technical difficulties.
Cultural Revolution; one of these
“The newspaper was really brittle
works earned an Honorable Mention.
and it would tear up on me a lot. The
In his award-winning piece titled
first order only covered a quarter of
Revolt,Lee created a T-shirt plastered
the T-shirt...Another problem I was
with newspapers that were printed
facing was [trying] to figure out how
during the Cultural Revolution.
I would make the newspapers into
To contextualize his piece, Lee
a T-shirt form because I couldn’t
mentioned that the newspapers
actually sew the newspaper,” he
discussed “the freedom of education
reflected. However, through various

attempts of trial-and-error, he finally
realized that ironing the newspapers
on thin sheets of fabric double-sided
with glue served as a viable means to
make his T-shirt
Reflecting upon his efforts, Lee
said that, despite running into major
roadblocks, he followed through
with troubleshooting as he “held
[him]self to a standard of the same
caliber” as the previous winning
pieces of the Fashion category. To
him, it is important to tackle both
fine craftsmanship and expression
of art.
“If someone didn’t read the
description of [the] art piece, [he
or she] would not know what it
[conveyed]. For my piece, I focused
heavily on letting the
art speak for itself.”
L ee said, adding
that submitting to
Scholastic was an
opportunity that truly
pushed him out of his
comfort zone. The
competition drove Lee
to consider his piece’s
audience appeal,
analyze the works of
past winners, and to
actualize a creative
piece that seemed
impractical.

Sally Lee ’23 earned an Honorable
Mention for her art piece submitted
to the Painting category. In light of
the Covid-19 pandemic, Lee sought
to express the expansive imagination
of children who were cooped inside
their houses during the pandemic.
“I chose this topic among all other
[Covid-19] situations because I had
a chance to tutor [younger students]
throughout the school year, so I
grew a natural interest in them and
[how] I could represent them,” Lee
commented. She created her work
over a casual three-week period. Lee’s
inspiration came from wondering
how a child might spend his or her
time indoors without company. Using
acrylic paint, she painted a masked boy

Submitting to the Short Story
category in the Writing Awards and
winning a Silver Key, Praewprach
Lerthirunvibul ’22 based her work on
her past experiences. Lerthirunvibul’s
short story “The Stargazer” explores
the inclination for people to change
and to present themselves in ways
that align with public expectations.
She discusses how public opinion
can be wrong and comments on
the challenges that come with

purposefully changing oneself.
Lerthirunvibul was inspired by
how people enforce standards of
needing to be “unique and different
from others,” and how others can
change themselves to live up to those
pre-established expectations. She
compares people to stars and compares
the way people describe certain
individuals as supposedly unique to
how people “[talk] about stars with
such romanticism.”

“I’ve seen people change to fit
another person’s standards and
be completely bewildered [by
themselves],” she said.
Lerthirunvibul made intentional,
yet somewhat unconventional,
decisions to communicate the theme
of her piece. “I deliberately made
my protagonist unlikeable, so I had
to think of how she would phrase
things that would put people off,”
she said. “[I made] her narration

Photo of Lerthirunvibul ’22.
Courtesy of Praewprach Lerthirunvibul ’22.

Sally Lee ’23’s piece.

bent over on a table, sketching little
figures. His drawings then come to
life to become his friends.
During her painting process,
Lee initially struggled to portray
accurately the vitality and depth of
the child’s skin tone in her painting.
She consulted Visual Arts Teacher
Chloe Kalna for advice that could
help her depict the boy as more “vivid
and lively.” Kalna also suggested that
“setting down the brush” occasionally
can help her sharpen her level of focus.
Lee believes that submitting
to Scholastic has enabled her to
develop her skills as an artist and
a competitor. It has taught her to
evaluate her style through the lens
of an external audience. “There’s a
definite style that I like
but [also] one that may
look good to the audience.
If I’m considering the
audience, I would have
to think [more] about the
background they know or
how much information
I should put into the
drawing,” she said. Like
with the boy in isolation,
in the future, Lee hopes
to continue creating
artwork that addresses
current events and general
humanitarian issues.

Courtesy of Sally Lee ’23

seem as if she [were] talking to a
good friend so [that], at times, [she
seemed] unreliable and sometimes
very distracting f rom the main
topic.” Lerthirunvibul wrestled with
how she would convey an unlikeable
personality to the audience while
dealing with her own dislike of her
character’s point of view. However,
these challenges ultimately proved to
be enjoyable for her and helped her
develop a cohesive piece of writing.

The Current State of Cinema: Make or Break?

Andrew Lee ’22
Sports Associate

The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic
hasn’t been too kind to the film
industry. As if theater chains such
as AMC and Regal weren’t having
a hard enough year already, Warner
Bros. recently announced that they
would release all their 2021 films
on HBO Max, an online streaming
platform, rather than in movie
theaters. Just like that, AMC’s
stocks plummeted and some movie
critics have even gone as far to
predict the impending dissolution
of American movie theaters.
Perhaps Warner Bros.’s decision
comes from the underwhelming
performance of Tenet by
Christopher Nolan. Nolan’s
summer blockbuster was expected
to save cinemas from Covid-19;
however, it sold only $30 million
in the United States to lackluster
reviews. Tenet’s poor performance
sent shockwaves through the film
industry. Wonder Woman 1984,
another Warner Bros. film widely
anticipated by the world audience,
amassed terrible reviews online for
its boring plot. Black Widow and No
Time To Die have also been delayed
multiple times in 2020. Last year,
more than 70 acclaimed directors

gathered to urge the U.S. Senate
and House of Representatives to
salvage, through increased funding
and new proposals, movie theaters
from going under. It also doesn’t
help that amidst the struggle of
movie theater releases, streaming
platforms such as Netflix and
Amazon Studios seem to keep
winning. Netflix productions Mank,
Da 5 Bloods, The Trial of Chicago 7,
and Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom have all
been critically acclaimed and widely
watched despite being limited
to online viewership and only
select theatrical releases. Amazon
Studios’ One Night in Miami
also seems to be on pace for an
Oscar nomination. Against many
directors’resentment, streaming
platforms have been slowly
but surely marking their
territory within the film
industry, even without
the aid of the box office.
S ome where in the wor ld,
filmmakers like Martin Scorsese
are devastated. In their eyes,
coronavirus and technology have
killed the movie theater experience
and has sent the film industry to rock
bottom. However, looking at the
American economy as a whole, the
decline of cinema is not an exception
during this financial recession. It

seems like people have forgotten that
much like the rest of the world, we
are suffering from a global
pandemic. Film
fanatics
should not
view the
current
state of
theater
as
a
symptom
of
i t ’s
inevitable
death,

Min Kim ’21/THE LAWRENCE

but rather a mere hiatus. Movie
theaters aren’t going anywhere.
Movie theaters provide viewers
with a unique experience that
many prefer over a home screening.
Not only is it the only place to
access a 70-foot screening with a
blacked-out setting, but it’s also a
social experience, much like how a

restaurant is compared to the home
kitchen. The persistence of drivein theaters proves that audiences
still prefer the big screen
and the social viewing
environment. Before
the pandemic,
movies were doing
better than ever,
and the numbers
prove the point.
Eight out of the
top 10 highest
grossing films were
released in the last decade,
three of which were from 2019. It
was not only the
year of critically
acclaimed films but
also of blockbusters
and tentpole films
such as Avengers:
Endgame and The
Lion King that had
viewers flocking to local theaters.To
say that the movie theater industry
is dying, when not even a year ago
it was arguably at its peak, is an
irresponsible judgement.
Ironically, the biggest cynics of
the film industry are the critics
themselves—too quick to mark
the demise of the film industry.
Covid-19 has certainly exposed
harsh truths about the movie theater

experience: it’s not the most clean,
efficient, or convenient. However,
if we can agree that this pandemic
is not eternal, then movie theaters
still have a place in America. The
shift to streaming platforms is
merely an adaptation to the current
climate, just as half-filled stadiums,
take-out restaurants, and temporary
closures of public spaces have been
adjustments to the pandemic.
Theaters, with not only the big screen
but also the warmth and experience
of cinema, cannot be replicated by
a computer, and clearly America
still yearns for such an experience
that is so ingrained in its consumer
culture. Cinematic culture has always
been a vital part of the American
experience, serving as a way to
escape from reality into a fictional,
romanticized world that often seems
especially attractive during difficult
times. Whether the challenge be the
Great Depression or World War II,
cinema has consistently come out
strong the other side, so who’s to
say it won’t in face of the current
pandemic? Just as there will always
be people reading hard copy books,
fans attending concerts and events,
diners in restaurants, and athletes in
public gyms, there will be people that
prefer the movie theater experience,
and so box office has yet to go.
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NBA Award Predictions: Jokić for MVP?

Jacob Lee ’22
Sports Associate

best defender in the league so far.
If the Pacers can stay near the top
of the Eastern Conference, which
it seems like they will, Turner has
a high chance of taking home the
prestigious award.

Amid the coronavirus pandemic,
the National Basketball Association (NBA) is continuing its season. By sticking to strict social distancing guidelines and postponing
games when necessary, the league is
doing everything it can to avoid another suspended season. Although
the pandemic is surely affecting
players’ productions and their availability for certain games, there are
still players showcasing their incredible abilities to take home the
prestigious NBA awards at the end
of the season. Here are my predictions for this season’s award winners:
Most Valuable Player (MVP):
Nikola Jokić, Denver Nuggets
While other notable candidates
like Lebron James and Luka Dončić
are having incredible seasons, Denver Nuggets Center Nikola Jokić
is still my frontrunner to win the
MVP award this season. The Serbian big man is currently averaging
a near triple-double (double-digit
numbers in three major statistical
categories) with 26.8 points, 11.8
rebounds, and 8.6 assists per game.
Averaging a triple-double would
make him just the third player, and
the first big man, in NBA history
to do so. Aside from the statistics,
however, Jokić is incredibly entertaining to watch. He flings the type
of passes that are featured on Instagram pages for days—whether it
be a full court one-handed pass, or
a behind-the-back no-look. With
the major role social media plays
into player popularity these days,
the hype for Jokić will inevitably
increase as the season progresses.
Although the Nuggets look mediocre so far, they were the third seed
in the stacked Western Conference
and even made it to the Conference Finals last year, which proves

Clockwise from top left: Jokić, Ball, Turner, and Wood.

just how valuable Jokić is to the
success of the team. He scores the
ball efficiently, rebounds at a high
level, sets up his teammates with all
sorts of passes, and is even top five
in the league for steals this year. If
the Nuggets can repeat their regular season success from the past
season, Jokić will have a strong
case as the next European MVP.
The last player to average a tripledouble won the award, so why not
the Joker?
Rookie of the Year:
LaMelo Ball, Charlotte Hornets
Similarly to my MVP pick,
LaMelo Ball is the most versatile
player in his class. The trend of
today’s NBA leans towards bigger
guards who can shoot, pass, and defend at high levels. Although he can
be extremely streaky, shooting eight
for 12 one game and one for seven
the other, Ball can do it all and even

Defensive Player of the Year:
Myles Turner, Indiana Pacers
Myles Turner has always been
one of the best defensive players
in the NBA. This season, he has
reached another level. His defensive real plus-minus sits at +2.4,
which is top five in the NBA. He
is averaging a league-leading 3.9
blocks per game so far, which is
1.2 more than the runner up. Regarding Turner’s defensive ability, Houston Rockets guard John
Wall commented, “He’s a guy that
can change a lot of shots. He does
a great job coming from the weak
side and blocking shots.” Simply put, Turner is playing like the

Most Improved Player of the
Year:
Christian Wood, Houston
Rockets
This time last year, not many
NBA fans knew who Christian
Wood was. It is already a testament
to Wood’s progress that now, most
NBA fans know his name—and
readily praise it. The Rockets big
man has had a hot start to the season, increasing his scoring average
from 13.1 ppg to 23.3 ppg and his
rebounding average from 6.3 rpg
to 10.7 rpg compared to the 20192020 season. He is the perfect big
man for the modern NBA as he can
score both inside and outside the
paint, and occasionally even splash
threes. Critics may predict that his
production will die out as the season progresses, but Wood’s rise to
stardom already started in 2019 as
he turned in eerily similar numbers
at the end of last season on the Detroit Pistons. If he keeps up numbers even similar to his current averages, Wood will most likely win
the award.
While the players I predicted to
win the awards are all having stellar
starts, the NBA season is still at the
beginning stages and it is impossible to tell how player productions
might fluctuate—especially during
this pandemic. Some players might
be sidelined for days due to contact tracing and some might even
contract the virus. The outcome of
the season, then, largely depends
on how teams and players take care
of themselves and, more than anything, luck. Nevertheless, the 20202021 NBA season will be like no
other in the history of the league
and will be interesting to watch.

to be the front-runner in the division
for a healthy duration.
The Cardinals acquired Arenado
by sending five players, four of them
minor leaguers, to Colorado. St.
Louis also received cash in the deal
to help pay for Arenado’s contract in
the upcoming season. The Rockies
seemed to have gotten almost
nothing for a player of Arenado’s
caliber, but this move seems to be
more of a contract dump for the
Denver club rather than an exchange
of talent. In February of 2019, the
Rockies signed Arenado to an eight
year, $255-million extension, with an
opt-out clause at the end of the 2021
season. After that extension was
signed, though, relations between
the third baseman and the Rockies
organization took a turn for the
worse. The Rockies likely dealt
Arenado in fear that he would elect
to use that opt-out clause at the end
of this year, so they chose to save
some money and at least get some
young players that could emerge
later in return for the superstar.
Colorado is also in a division with
the Los Angeles Dodgers, the
defending World Series Champions,

and the San Diego Padres, who
many would argue are the two
best teams in baseball right now,
making the Rockies’current chances
of winning in the short term very
slim. Arenado’s departure suggests
that the Rockies will be rebuilding,
hoping to effectively start from
scratch. Rockies’ All-Star shortstop
Trevor Story will be an unrestricted
free agent at the end of this 2021
season, so there is a strong possibility
that he may be dealt as well. The
Rockies may have lost this trade
on paper, but if it can also acquire
youthful assets for Story, they will
become a much younger team with a
lot more money to use towards other
young stars they may be interested in.
As far as the Cardinals are
concerned, the window for them
to challenge to be one of the best
teams in baseball is now open. The
Cards have substantial offensive
talent under contract for the next
handful of years, and if they can
add more high-level pitching in
their starting rotation and bullpen,
the addition of Arenado can make
them the perennial favorites in the
NL Central Division in the future.

Courtesy of denverpost.com

looks like a future All-Star when
he is at his best. His efficiency is
his biggest concern, but it is not
uncommon to see rookie guards
struggle in their first few seasons.
His immediate impact, however,
is clearly felt as the Hornets, who
went 23-42 last season and had a
35 percent win percentage, has won
ten of their 21 games this season
and could possibly make the playoffs. Ball’s competition, or lack
thereof, for the award also helps
his case. The first pick of the 2020
NBA Draft, Anthony Edwards, is
looking more like the second coming of Andrew Wiggins than the
superstar player we expected to see.
In other words, he takes horrible
shots and makes very few of them.
The second pick, James Wiseman,
has shown flashes of his potential,
but is not much more than Stephen
Curry’s screener at the moment.
Other candidates such as Tyrese
Haliburton and Cole Anthony

have had decent starts to their careers, but do not match Ball yet in
production. To top it off, Ball became the youngest player in NBA
history to record a triple-double
on January 10 against the Atlanta
Hawks. It’s hard to beat that.

Arenado Makes St. Louis a Serious Contender

Ryan Visich ’22
This past Monday, February 1,
the St. Louis Cardinals acquired
All-Star third baseman Nolan
Arenado f rom the Colorado
Rockies. Arenado is widely regarded
as the best third baseman in baseball
on both offense and defense; he
has won the Rawlings Gold Glove
Award in all eight of his seasons
in Major League Baseball (MLB)
and has led the league in homeruns
(HR) in 2015, 2016, and 2018.
Aside from 2020, which did not
have an All-Star game due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, Arenado has
been selected to the All-Star game
every year since 2015. Over that five
year span, Arenado has batted .300
and had an average of 40 HRs and
124 runs batted in (RBIs) per season.
St. Louis’s acquisition of Arenado
makes it title favorites in the near
future. Arenado will bring his elite
offense and defense to third base
and play alongside former All-Star
shortstop Paul DeJong and first
baseman Paul Goldschmidt in the
infield. The Cardinals let second
baseman Kolten Wong sign to the

Arenado in uniform for the Rockies.

Milwaukee Brewers in free agency,
so they will likely move Matt
Carpenter, who played third base
for them last year, to second base.
Despite the Cardinals having a lack
of depth in their starting rotation
and not many big names in their
bullpen, the addition of Arenado
to this infield, along with young
outfielders Dylan Carlson, Harrison
Bader, and Tyler O’Neill, creates a
very good offensive lineup. In the
upcoming season, many should

Courtesy of denverpost.com

expect the Chicago Cubs and the
Cardinals to be competing for the
National League (NL) Central
Division title. However, the Cubs
will have to deal with veterans Javier
Baez, Anthony Rizzo, and Kris
Bryant all going into free agency
after the end of the 2021 season.
With the Cardinals having their
“big three”of Goldschmidt, DeJong,
and Arenado under contract until
2024, 2025 (club option), and 2027,
respectively, the Cardinals are poised
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Sports We Didn’t Know We Needed

Andrew Lee ’22
Sports Associate

It may seem that we have too many
sports at Lawrenceville. We have swimming, but then we offer diving, waterpolo, and crew as additional aquatic
athletics. We offer America’s pastime of
baseball for males, as well as softball, the
female variation. Lawrenceville athletes
play hockey on the ice with a puck and
on the field with a ball. And as if the
outdoor version wasn’t enough, we also
provide the indoor edition of track and
field. Yet, while there’s an abundance of
sports, there’s more room to explore. If
Lawrenceville ever decides to add a few
more offerings, here are three sports that
should be included.
Skateboarding
It’s already a staple for those Lawrentians who whizz to class on their fourwheeled boards. Originally, debuting
as a sport in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics,
skateboarding has been gaining social
acceptance and athletic credibility over
the last few years. Skateboarders were
once looked down on as punks, misfits,
and outcasts. However, skateboarding
has since legitimized itself as a sport
and an art, as skateboarders utilize urban areas and spaces as a canvas for
their tricks and flips. At Lawrenceville,
skateboards are mostly used as a utility
for convenient transportation, but add-

ing skateboarding as a sport would bring
out the creative and athletic sides of the
multitude of skaters on campus. There’s
already an abundance of skateboards on
campus, and thus skateboarding
is arguably the cheapest addition on this list, as the school
wouldn’t have to supply
extra

in Ancient Egypt, people would compete to see who could outlift another
using heavy rocks. Weightlifting is the
one of the few non-contact methods of
demonstrating superior
strength,

Stephanie Xu ’23/THE LAWRENCE

skateboards. And while official courses
have specific ramps, stairs, pools, and
bowls, the mark of a true skateboarder
is his or her creativity; there are plenty
of architectural campus features that
skateboarders could creatively use for
their sport.
Weightlifting
Since the dawn of mankind, humans
have been in constant competition to
see who can lift heavier things. Even

not to mention its existence as a great
training tool to aid athletes in other
sports. Where Olympic weightlifting
includes two lifts called the snatch and
the clean and jerk, powerlifting includes
the squat, deadlift, and bench press. Both
sports are technical in practice but are
quite simplistic individually; athletes try
to lift as much weight as possible. Lawrenceville already has the facilities and
the people in place. There are an abun-

dance of strong athletes around campus
and a great Strength and Conditioning
team consisting of Head Strength and
Conditioning Coach Tony Rienzo and
Assistant Strength and Conditioning
Coach Kelly Wise. The Greek
philosopher Socrates
once said, “It
is a shame
for a man
to grow old
without seeing the beauty
and strength
of which his
body is capable.” Olympic weightlifting
or powerlifting would
provide Lawrenceville studentathletes the opportunity to realize his or
her body’s raw potential.
Paintball
Imagine this: In the Joshua L. Miner
Ropes Course (“The Josh”), 10 to 20
Lawrentians, decked in protective helmets and padding and equipped with
paintball guns, try to navigate different obstacles in a clash for paintball
supremacy. It’s an adrenaline junkie’s
dream come true, and although paintball is an “extreme” sport, it is arguably
one of the safest ones, especially with
the proper equipment and modified
guns. Most paintball injuries do not

stem from the actual paintball shots but
from tripping over terrain or bumping
into obstacles, which is inevitable in any
sport requiring running. Others would
consider paintball a recreational game
for an outing of friends, but it contains
all the elements of a sport. There’s clearly
an athletic element, as the players juke
through the map to evade opponents,
and it may be the most inherently competitive considering the survival of the
fittest objective. With official rules and
a designated map, even a simple game
of tag can become an official sport, so
why can’t paintball? The addition of
teams, which is how most paintball
matches are played, would even add a
team-sport element. As a house sport
offering, Circle and Crescent Houses
could settle their intramural rivalries in
this Hunger Games-esque competition.
A paintball war in Lawrenceville would
be one of the more fun sports options if
added, and after classes, students could
flock to the “The Josh” for an adrenalinefilled evening.
It’s unlikely that the Lawrenceville
administration would jump on the idea
of hosting a paintball war at the “The
Josh” or letting fleets of skaters lose
around campus. While the list does not
include traditional high school sports,
offering some of these athletic competitions for Lawrenceville athletes would
add to the School’s diversity of athletics.

Death, Taxes, and Tom Brady in the Superbowl
Mac Dilatush ’21
Senior Columnist

Could Pat Mahomes surpass Tom Brady?
Maybe! But no, really, definitely not, no,
because Tom Brady is, well,Tom Brady. How
else do you define his unprecedented success?
He owns six Super Bowl rings, 10 conference
championships, and 32 postseason wins.
There are ways to contextualize those
numbers, and all of them involve explaining,
again, that Tom Brady is, well,Tom Brady and
very good at football. Mahomes is also very
good at football,though.He already holds one
Super Bowl victory, and some people think
he will eclipse Brady as the best quarterback
to ever play professionally—he’s only 25
years old. Consequently, the prevailing
narrative entering the season’s final game
centers around the dreamworthy match-up:
the greatest player of all time against the
potential greatest player of all time. Brady’s
Buccaneers vs. Mahomes’ Chiefs.
That’s great, mouth-watering football
content, but…simultaneously boring? The
media has already covered the narrative
ad nauseum. They’ve excessively exploited
Brady’s move from the New England
Patriots and their trusty overseer, Darth

Courtesy of ESPN

Lord, and noted non-smiler Bill Belichick,
too. Everyone knows the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers will become the first National
Football League (NFL) team to play the
Super Bowl at home.
There are things about the 2020 NFL
season, however, which have gone unnoticed
amidst all the prognostication. Strangely, the
Cleveland Browns ended the NFL’s longest
playoff drought with an emphatic win
over the rival Pittsburgh Steelers. Browns
fans wept—happily, hopefully—and their
quarterback, Baker Mayfield, was excellent in

a litany of Progressive insurance commercials.
The Buffalo Bills erased their drought as well
behind the efforts of Josh Allen, who has
come a long way. Only a few years ago, he
was a kid without any college recruitment
offers, not receiving one as a high school
senior. As a college freshman, he attended a
junior college and sent over a thousand emails
to Division 1 coaches. He got one response.
Now, he might be the rarest thing in sports:
a potential Hall of Fame quarterback. One
of his wide receivers, Cole Beasley, endured
a playoff game on a broken fibula, displaying

preternatural toughness. Most importantly,
the NFL made it through a Covid-19plagued season without missing a game, for
which the league deserves praise.
But back to the Super Bowl. 2020 was a
strange, strange year, but 2021 appears to
be redemptive. In addition to the Browns
and the Bills, the Buccaneers also snapped
a playoff cold streak. Before earning a spot
in 2021’s edition, the Bucs hadn’t seen the
postseason in 13 years. Suddenly, they are
possibly the NFL’s best team. What’s it all
about? Mainly Brady, I think. His teammates

Wi n t e r fe s t Pi c k s

are reveling in his leadership. Star linebacker
Devin White shared that Brady told him
“D, there’s a bigger bowl I’m chasing. We’re
all chasing it. C’mon!” when White missed
the Pro Bowl. White continued: “It’s a
blessing to hear that. I need to hear that…I
am just so grateful to be able to spend this
time with him.”
Fellow linebacker Lavonte David
concurred: “He’s right, he’s right.” Saturday
Night Live has taken notice, declaring Brady
the only thing in America that “still works.”
And Brady, as always, is playing great football
at sports’ most important position.
On Sunday, he will walk through the
tunnel—43 years old but still kickin’, he’ll
have you know—and lead 52 other men onto
the field to play in a Super Bowl for the 10th
time. Just like normal. Death, Taxes, Tom
Brady in the Super Bowl.
I suspect it will end how this thing always
ends: Rumbling crowd, anxious lulls…
roaring! “He’s past the 10!”…Jim Nantz’s
thoroughly American, vaguely southern
lilt announcing…“Oh gosh, Tony, how’s
he done that”…more roaring!…Finally, a
little hush…then…Tom Brady, calm as ever,
taking center field to hold his trophy high
one more time.
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Lina Olazabal
& Kate Dillard

Jamie Nicholson
& Bobby Cloninger

Annie Katz
& Zack Finacchio

Yee Xin Cher

Favorite part of the
job?

Waking up at 4 am thank
u Asia

Watching the cast display their creativity
through their characters

Making Frenchie into a monster

Going to sleep at 4 am thank u
Stress

Hoping caitlin's
vpn doesn't distrupt
rehearsal this time

What are you most
looking forward to?

Sunlight

The bleach :)

Slow, lingering death

Walter Cronkite sex fantasies

The fake alcohol

One thing you can't
live without right
now?

Adeline's painting on the
wall

My dog Bentley

Dante's the vision of hell

Google calendar

Good wifi and a green
screen

